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Abstract 
Kordecki, W., Random subgraphs of the n-cycle and the n-wheel, Discrete Mathematics 93 
(1991) 35-53. 
This paper deals with some special types of random graphs, where the initial graphs are paths, 
cycles, wheels and similar objects. The aim of this paper is to give shme characteristics of 
graphs of that type, such as probability of connectedness, the distribution of number and size of 
components, the size of the greatest components and the distribution of degrees of vertices. 
The case of a finite number of vertices and asymptotic behaviors is considered. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to investigate a structure of a few simple random 
graphs, such that a number of edges of its initial graph is proportional to the 
number of vertices. In spite of the very simple structure, such graphs reveal many 
interesting properties. Examples of such graphs are regular graphs with fixed 
degrees of vertices. Reference [7] is devoted to the investigation on limiting the 
degrees distributions of random regular graphs. Reference [6] is devoted to the 
investigation of behaviour of random n-cycles. 
In this paper we will investigate successively the properties of the following 
random graphs: paths, cycles, fans, (which will be defined later), and wheels. 
Additionally we will mention the matroid called a whirl. 
We will consider the following characteristics of such graphs: probability of 
connectedness, distribution of the number of vertices of a given degree, partition 
into components of fixed size and the size of the greatest component. 
The problems of this paper are suggested in the paper of Palka and Quintas [6] 
and we have provided the solution to one of those problems. 
An additional motivation to consider such graphs as in our paper, is as follows: 
Let G be a triangulation of the plane, i.e. !et G be a Z-connected planar graph 
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such that every elementary cycle has the length three. Suppose that the 
t~angulation G does not contain K4 as an induced subgraph. Let Gx denote the 
subgraph of G induced by x U TX. Hence, if x is an internal vertex of G then Gx is 
a wheel and if x lies on the external cycle then Gx is a fan or a wheei. 
Thus, our paper may be called ‘some local properties of random subgraphs of 
planai triangulations’. 
By a random graph G we mean a subgraph of a fixed initial graph G, obtained 
at random deletions of its edges, independently and with the same probability q, 
whereq=l-pandO<p<l. 
We will denote X - Bi(n, p) when the distribution of X has binomial distri- 
bution. We write X,, -3 PO(A) or Xn -+N(O, 1) when the sequence {X,} 
converges in distributions, to a Poisson or a standard normal distribution, 
respectively. 
We will use the following notations: P(G) for the probability of connectedness 
of G, Z&G) for the number of components of the size k, Y,(G) for the number 
of components of the size at most k, Y(G) for the number of all components, 
ak(G) = EY,(G), a@, G) = lim,- uktn), where k - tn, M(G) for the size of the 
greatest component and X,(G) for the number of vertices of degree i. 
By t,(G), we denote the number of subgraphs of G which are connected and 
have exactly n + s - 1 edges, where n is the number of vertices and t(l;) = t,(C) 
the number of spanning trees of G. 
If (X,}; is a finite sequence of nonnegative integers then for simplicity we write 
(1-l) 
The following three theorems are going to be used in this paper. 
Theorem 1.1 (Kordecki [4]). Let G be u random graph on the set of vertices A 
and let K(A,, A2j denote a number of edges from A 1 to A,. If a, b E A, a # b then 
P(G) = c (4 
-K({ol.A2) 
- 1 jqK(“IaA2)P(G 1 A,)P(G 1 AZ) (1.2) 
A,% 
A2=A\A,sb 
where G 1 Ai denotes a restriction of the graph G to the set Ai. 
Now, let M denote a matroid of the rank r and let M denote its random 
submatroid, where q is the probability of deletion of an element of M, 
independently of all other elements. 
Theorem 1.2 (Lomonosov ES]). Let Ce = (C, , . . . , C,) denote a fumify of cocycles 
of a matroid M which arose from some base. Then 
Prob(M = r) d fi (1 - &‘#I). 
i=j . 
(1.3) 
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To investigate a convergence to the Poisson distribution we use the following 
result. 
Theorem 1.3 (Barbour, Eagleson [2]). For every R > 0 and A c Z+ let f = 
fA,A : Z+-- R’ be such that f (0) = 0 and 
Af (n + 1) = 
PO@, A n C,) - PO@, A)Po(& C,) 
PO@, In)) 
where C,, = (0, 1, . . . , n) and 
PO@, A) =eeA c E. 
keAcZ+ l 
If X is a nonnegative integer-valued random variable, then for any A c Z+ 
and 
Prob(X E A) - PO@, A) = E[Lf (X + 1) - Xf (X)] (14 
Af = sup If(m+ l)-f(m)l~2min{l,A-‘}. 
AEZ+ 
(1.5) 
If supAGZ+ 1 Prob(X, E A) - Po(A)l = o( 1) then we say that the {X,, ) is Poisson 
convergent. Note that if A = const then X,, -+ PO(A) and if A+ 00 then 
(X,, - A)/fl -+ N(0, 1). 
2. Baths 
Let R, be a random path, i.e. a random graph whose initial graph is a path 02 n 
vertices. 
Obviously, P(R,) = pm-‘, Y(R,) - 1- Bi(n - 1, q) and EY =g + nq. If q - 
L/n then P(R,)+e-*, Y -+Po(l) and EY==+A + 1. 
Now we will T-” 1 IIU the n-dimensional distribution of the vector (2,) . . . , Z,,). 
Since & i& = n we obtain that 
Prob(& = zl,. . . , Zn = zn) = m({~i}~)q~l+“‘+zn-Ipn-rl-“‘-z~ (24 
where (z,, . . . , z,J fuifils the equation 
zl + 22, + l l l + nz, = n. (2.2) 
Moreover, we obtain for 0 <p c 1 the identity 
c m((zi};)q~l+..~+z”-lpn-~~-~~~-~” = 1, (2.3) 
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where summations ranges over all nonnegative integer-valued solutions of 
equation (2.2). 
Hence we have 
Prob(Z, = zI, . . . , Z, =-zl 1 Y = m) = 
Prob(Z, = zl, . . . , Z,, = z,,) 
Prob(Y=m) 
= ( z,, .“) z,*M:3 
where m = z1 + l l l + z,,. 
Lemma 2.1. If k < n then 
EZk(Rk) = [(n - k - 1)q” + 2q]p”-‘, 
MC) = nq +p -pW - k)q +A 
And moreouer EZ,, = p”-’ and a,,(R,,) = EY = nq + p. 
Proof. The formul-l (2.4) is obvious. Since 
then from (2.4) and (2,6) we obtain 
a,(&) = $ [(n -j - l)q2 + 2q]p’-’ 
j=l 
=(n_l)q2~pl-‘+2q~pi-‘-q2~jp’-’ 
j=l j=l J=i 
=[(n-l)q+2](1-pk)-(l-(k+l)p”+kp’+’) 
=nq+p-(n- k)pk + (n - k - l)pk+‘. 
Hence we obtain (2.5). 0 
Next we find one-dimensional distributions of Z,(R,,) and Yk(R,,). 
roposition 2.2. rf k < n then 
Prob(Z,(R,,) = 1) =pk-‘q Prob(Zk(f?,,_,) = I- I) 
a-kl 
+ JT;#kPJ-‘q Prob(Zk(R,-,) = I), 
and for n/2 C k < n we have Pi&( Zk = I ) = EZk. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.7) 
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Ifk<n then 
Prob(Y,(R,) = 1) = 2 p’-‘q Prob( Yk(R,,_i) = I- 1) 
J=l (2-W 
n-kt 
+ c p-q Prob(Y,(R,_,) = I). 
Proof. Let one end of R, be fixed. Then for k < n we have two possibilities: 
(1) one component with k vertices contains the fixed vertex, (probabilit!r of this 
is equal to pk-‘q) and the remaining (n - k)-vertices-part of the path has I - 1 
components with k vertices, (probability of this is equal to PrOb(Zk(R,_i) = I)), 
(2) the fixed end belongs to a j-vertices-component, j # k, (probability of this 
is equal to p’-‘q) and a remaining (n +)-vertices part of the path contains all 
I k-vertices-components, (probability of this is equal to PrOb(&(R,_,) = I)). 
Hence we obtain formula (2.7). Similar arguments give formula (2.8). Cl 
Proposition 2.3. lf q - VA/n and k is fixed then 
EZ,(Rn) - a (2.9) 
(2.10) 
If q - Alrt and k = k(n) - tn then 
a(t, R,,) - A + 1 - etA[(l - t))3- + 11. (2.11) 
Proof. If in formulae (2.4) and (2.5) we take q - d/n then we obtain 
Hence for any fixed k we obtain (2.9) and (2.10). 
Now let q - A/n. Then 
a#?,,) -ii + 1 -(l -;)*(?A+ 1). (2.12) 
Hence a,(R,) = o( 1) for every fixed k. If we take k = k(n) - tn, 0 s t d 1, k < II, 
then from (2.12) we obtain (2.1 I). 0 
Note that for t = 1, but for k < n WC have from (2. I I) that 
a(l, R&--AA- I -+-“<A-+ I --c~c,( 
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The next problem is to provide the distribution of size of the greatest 
component in R,. We have the following result: 
Theorem 2.4. If k c n then 
Prob(M(R,) = k) =pkelq Prob(M(R,+) s k) 
+ ‘g’p’-‘q Prob(M(R,_j) = k), 
j=l 
(2.13) 
and moreouer for k > n/2 is Prob(M(R,& < k) = 1 and Prob(M(R,-j) = k) = 0 
fork>n-j. 
Ifn/2<k<n then 
Prob(M(R,) = k) = [(n - k - l)q2 + 2q]pk-‘, 
Prob(M(R,) = n) = EZ,,(R,)) =p”-‘. 
(2.14) 
Prob (2.15) 
Proof. The formula (2.13) is obvious and from it we obtain that Prob(M(R,) = 
k) = Prob(Z,(R,,) = 1) = EZk(R,) which implies (2.14). 
Now we calculate Prob(M(R,,) > [n/2]) using a method similar to (61. From 
the formula (2.13) we obtain that 
prOb(M(R,)> Ii]) =,-s,+, Prob(M(R,J = k) 
= k 
= 
;g,+, [(II -k - l)q2 + 2q]pk-’ +pm-’ 
(2.16) 
= (2q + (n - 1_)q2) “2’ pk-’ 
k=[n/2]+l 
n-l 
-q2 c kpk-’ + p)‘-‘. 
k = [m/2] + 1 
We successively calculate both of the above mentioned sums. The first sum is 
equal to 
(2q + (n - f)q2)(p1’f’21 -p”-‘)/q = (2 + (n - l)q)(p1”‘2J -p”-I) 
and from (2.6) the second sum is equal to 
Hence from this and from (2.16) we obtain after suitable calculations formula 
(2.15). w 
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Table 1 
The numerical values of Prob(M(R,)=k) 
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"k \ P 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
51 0.6561 0.2401 0.0625 0.0081 0.0001 
2 0.3159 0.5439 0.4375 0.2079 0.0279 
3 0.0261 0.1701 0.3125 0.3381 0.1701 
4 0.0018 0.0378 0.1250 0.2058 0.1458 
5 0.0001 0.0081 0.0625 
I 
e 0.2401 0.6561 
10 1 0.3874 0.0404 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
2 0.5408 0.4954 0.1719 0.0223 0.0002 
3 0.0653 0.3265 0.3613 0.1550 0.0088 
4 0.0058 0.1014 0.2480 0.2398 0.0499 
5 0.0005 I 0.0272 0.1230 0.2132 0.1144 
6 0.0000 0.0070 0.0547 9.1462 0.1358 
7 0.0000 0.0017 0.0234 0.0918 0.1169 
8 0.0000 0.0004 0.0098 0.0568 0.1004 
9 0.0000 0.0001 0.0039 0.0346 0.0861 
10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0404 0.3874 
Table 1 presents values of Prob(M(R,,) = k) for some n and p. As an 
immediate conclusion from (2.15) we obtain following 
Corollary 2.5. If q - A/n then 
Prob 
(0 
-1 
if &+a, 
il 
( ) 2 + l e-“‘-1 
if A = const. 
Finally we examine the distribution of Xk. From the paper of Palka and 
Rucifiski [7] we obtain that if q - m then X,, -+ PO@), if p - m then 
X2 - PO@). If w(n) is slowly increasing, i.e. W(H)+ 00 and w(n) = o(6) for any 
E>O then for q - vc(n)/n we have (X,, - w(n))/l/m - + N(O.1) and if 
p - im then (X, - w(~))/dm --+ N(i), i). It is easy to see that if 
q -A/n or p -A/n then X,/2 --*PO(~) and if y - w(n)/rt or p - w(n)/rt then 
(X, - 2w(n))/dm .- --*N(O, I). 
3. Cycles 
Let C,, be a random cycle with n vertices. The paper [6] of Palka and Quintas is 
devoted to C,,. In our paper, we restrict oursclvcs to give additional information 
about such graphs. 
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It is easy to see that Y(C,J has the same distribution as max(Y’, I ), where Y’ 
is a certain random variable such that Y’ - Bi(n, p). Hence EY(C,,) = p” + nq. If 
q - A/n then P(C,)-, e-“(I + A) and EY(C,)-, il + e-*. 
As in Section 2 we will find distributions of Z,(C,,) and Y,(C,,). 
Let Un denote a size of a component containing some fixed vertex. Then 
Prob( U,, = i) = ip’-‘q2 for i < n and from formula (1.1) we obtain 
Prob(Z&) = ~1, . . . , ZII-&‘,J = z,,-I, Z,,(G) =O) 
where 6, is the Kroneckers 
Note that : in this case the 
‘l-l 
= c 
i=l 
n-l 
= c 
i=l 
x j(Zj - bij) = n - 
j=l 
rr-i 
Prob (II {Zj(R,,-i) = zj - Gij})Prob( Un = i) 
m((zj _ ~ij}~-i)qz~+.~.+z~-2~n-;~-...-z,,-~i-lq2r 
symbol and (z,, . . . , z,) fulfils the equation (2.2). 
sequence {Zj - 6,); fulfils the equation 
i 
for any i. Thus (2.2) is fulfilled after the substitution zj := zj - 6,, n := n - i. 
Hence we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. rf (z, , . . . , z,) furfi~s (2.2) then 
Prob(Z,(C,J = ZI, . . . p Z,,(G) = z,,) 
1 
II- I 
4 
z1+ “‘+z, 
P 
n-q-**.-z,, 
= 
-’ 2 il?Z({Zi - Sij};-‘) if zii =O, 
i-l 
p” + npq”-’ if z,, = 1, 
and moreover if z,, = 0 then 
Prob(Z,(C,,) = ~1, w l . , z ,,-I (C,,) =&-I, Z,,(C,,) =o I Z,K,J =O) 
?, - I 
where m = zI + - l - + z,,+ 
The expected values for k < A 
EZ,(C,,) = npk -‘q2 
and EZ,,(C,,) = p”-’ + np"- 'q. 
Next we find one-dimensional 
are equal to 
distributions of &( c’,,). 
(3-l) 
(3.3) 
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Proposition 3.2. lf k < n then 
Prob(Z,(C,,) = 1) = 
and 
Prob( Y,(C,) = I) = 
kpk-‘q2 PrOb(Z,(R,_,) = I- 1) 
n-&l 
+ jz~+kjpj-‘q2 Prob(zk(Rn-j) = 4 
43 
(3.4) 
i jpi-IQ2 PrOb( Yk(R,_j) = I - 1) 
i=B 
n-&l 
+ C jpj-‘q2 PrOb( Yk( R,-j) = I). 
j=k+-l 
(3.5) 
Proof. Let one vertex of C,, be fixed. Then for k < n we have two possible cases: 
(1) one component with k vertices contains the fixed vertex (with probability 
kq2pk-‘) and the remaining (n - k)-vertices-part of the cycle, which is the path 
R n-k, has I- 1 components with k vertices (with probability PrOb(&(R,_k) = 
I- l), 
(2) the fixed vertex belongs to a j-vertices-component, j #k, (with probability 
jq2p’-‘) and the remaining (n - j)-vertices-part of the cycle contains all 1 k- 
vertices-components, (with probability Prob(&(R,,_j) = I)). 
Hence we obtain formula (3.4). Similar arguments give the formula (3.5). Cl 
Now We Calculate &(C,,) = EY&(C,#). 
Proposition 3.3. If q - m and k is fixed then 
EZ,(C,,) - A (3.6) 
and 
a&&,) - kA* (3.7) 
If q - A/n and k = k(n) - trs, 0 d t d I then 
a(t, C,,) - A( I - e-‘A). (3.8) 
Proof, From the formulsa (3.5) we have 
a&&,) = w(l -pk) (3.9) 
for k < n. If we substitute q - fl t 11 o f ormulac (3.3) and (3.0) then WC’ ob!Gn 
(3.6) and (3.7). If q - A/n then WC obtain 
a&&,) - A( 1 - (1 - A/n)‘) (3. IO) 
and a&&,) = (I( 1) for ;rny fixed k. It WC take k = k(u) _.. trr, 0 T= t y= 1, then from 
(3.10) we obtain (3.8). [J 
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Remark that from (3.8) and from the equaiity 
a,,((_,,) = rtq -I- p” 
we have 
a(1, C,,)-A(1 -e-A)<~+e-“-a,,(C,,). 
Since by Theorem 2.4 we can obtain the values of Prob(M(R,,) = k), then the 
following result is obvious. 
Theorem 3.4. rf k < II therz 
Prob(M(C,,) = k) = kp”-‘q’ Prob(M(R,& d k) 
+ c jp’-‘q’ Prob(M(R,,_,) = k), 
j-l 
where Prob( M(R,,) = k) is obtained from the rccurreme formula (2.13). 
Table 2 gives values of Prob(M(C,,) = k) for some rt and p. 
Theorem 3.4 gives a solution to [6. Problem 3.51. In that paper, distributions of 
number of vertices of a given degree and probabilities Prob(M(C,,) > ]11/2] ),
P(M(C,,) = 1) and Prob(M(C,,) = ]/r/2]) were also found. 
4. Fans 
Let R,, be a path on the set {IQ,. . . , u,,}, (edges are of the form (IJ~, IF,+,), 
i=l,...,n- 1). By a fan E,, we mean a graph on the set of vertices 
{I-J,,, l ’ - , v,,}, where {zr,, . . . , u,, } forms a path I?,, and the vertex u. is joined 
Table 2 
The numerical values of Proh(M(C,,)= k) 
'k \ p 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
51 0.5905 0.1681 0.0313 0.0024 0.0000 
2 0.3645 0.5145 0.3125 0.0945 0.0045 
3 0.0405 0.2205 0.3125 0.2205 0.0405 
4 0.0040 0.0662 0.1563 0.1544 0.0365 
5 0.0005 0.0308 0.1875 0.5282 0.9185 
LO 1 0.3487 0.0282 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
2 0.5633 0.4385 0.1191 0.0102 0.0000 
3 0.0790 0.3496 0.3125 0.0914 0.0020 
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with every vertex of R,,. By a random fan F;, we denote a random graph obtained 
from the initial graph E,. 
At first, we calculate the probability of connectedness. The graph F;, is 
connected if u,, is joined with at least one vertex of each component of R,,. From 
(2.1) we obtain 
where the second sum ranges over all integer-valued nonnegative solutions of 
(2.2). 
The formula (4.1) is too complicated for effective use. Thus, we use Theorem 
1.1. 
Theorem 4.1. If IZ 2 2 then 
II - I 
P(F;,) = q 2 (1 - q’)p’-‘P(F;,_,) + (1 - qf’)pf’-‘. 
jz1 
II - I 
P(K) = c (qpy’fw-j) + q”-‘p” + (1 - qz)Pwl-,) 
j=2 
I1 -2 
= c G#-mF;l-,) + 2q”-‘P’1 + (1 - q2vw-,) 
j-2 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
und 
P(F,) d (1 - q3)“-2( 1 - qy = P(F;,). (4.4) 
proof. Note that the partition E, into two connected subgraphs is the partition 
into E,_j and &if u=t,,, and b-u,, IA,I=n--j+l, IA2/=jt j=L....n or 
Q uI and la = u,,. 
k&z), A2) =j and 
In the first case we obtain El-, = El IA,, Bi=E,(& 
j+ 1 if j<rt, 
K(& A,)= I,, 
if j = Il. 
(4.5) 
Hence from (1.2) we obtain (4.2) for 11 3 2. 
In the second case for F;, _, = F;, 1 AZ, R, = F;, 1 A I WC have 
2 ifj=l, 
K(~u~~A,I=(l ifj,, 
, 
andforA,={ I,,,, t,,} we have K({u}, A,) = I and K({cr}, A,) = 0 in other cases. 
Hence for 11 2 2 we obtain (4.3). 
Let a family of sets of edges which arc incident with the vcrticcs [,I) . . . . t’,, be 
a base of cocycles. Then from Theorem 1.2 we obtain the estimation (4.4) 0 
46 
Table 3 
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The numerical values of P(F,), F(F,), P(W,), &W,) 
I.7 
Il.9 
n WJ i?F,) W,) my 
3 0.0069 0.0098 0.0129 0.2710 
5 0.0004 0.0007 0.0008 0.0199 
3 0.1366 0.1709 0.2186 
5 0.0524 0.0738 0.0894 
10 0.0047 0.0090 0.0081 
0.6570 
0.2836 
0.0347 
3 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 m 
3 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
0.4375 0.4922 0.5938 0.8750 
0.3203 0.3768 0.4512 0.6699 
0.1451 0.1933 0.2053 0.3436 
0.0658 0.0991 0.0930 0.1762 
0.0298 0.0508 0.0421 0.0904 
0.0135 0.0261 0.0191 0.0464 
0.0061 0.0134 0.0086 0.0238 
0.0028 0.0069 0.0039 0.0122 
0.0013 0.0035 0.0018 0,0063 
0.8057 0.8925 0.9730 
0.7628 0.8499 0.9212 
0.6653 0.7236 0.8033 
0.5802 0.6155 0.7006 
0.5060 0.5236 0.6110 
0.4412 0.4454 0.5328 
0.3848 0.3789 0.4647 
0.3356 0.3223 0.4053 
0.2927 0.2742 0.3534 
0.2552 0.2332 0.3082 
0.2226 0.1984 0.2688 
3 
5 
l(1 
15 
2a 
25 
3a 
35 
4c 
45 
5c 
0.7752 
0.7294 
0.6205 
0.5270 
0.4490 
0.3819 
0.3249 
0.2764 
0.2351 
0.2000 
0.1701 -- 
0.9769 
0.9753 
0.97oc 
0.9647 
0.9595 
0.9542 
0.9491 
0.9435 
0.938E 
0.9337 
0.928f 
0.9791 0.9958 6.999a 
0.9772 0.9946 0.9970 
0.9723 0.9892 0.992c 
0.9674 0.9838 0.9871 
0.9626 0.9785 0.9821 
0.957e 0.9731 0.977: 
0.953c 0.9679 0.9724 
0.948: 0.9626 0.9675 
0.943: 0.9574 0.9627 
0.938E 0.9522 0.9575 
0.9341 0.947a 0.9531 
Table 3 gives values of P(F,) which were calculated from the recurrence 
formula (4.2), and its estimations @F,) obtained from (4.3), for n d 50 and some 
P* 
For very small p the next theorem gives an asymptotic estimation. 
Theorem 4.2. If np = o(1) then 
(4.6) 
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Proof. We estimate P(F,) as Stepanov [8], by probability that F, is a spanning 
tree. From the well-known formula we calculate 
t(EJ = 
r 
2 -1 0 l *= 0 0 
-1 3 -1 l ** 0 0 
0 -1 3 l ** 0 0 ~_~__~__~____~~~~________s_________ 
0 0 o==* 3-l 
0 0 0 l ** -1 2 
Since 3 - VS C 1 then 
= (3 + I& - (3 - *)n 
2”fi (4.7) 
t(E) = (” +,““,“/ti + 0(2_“) 
and from (4.7) we obtain that 
hence 
ts(g)<[(qp+o~2-n~]~~ Sal9 
1 3+tin 
P(E) -3 ----2- 
( ) 
pnqn-’ + ;z; tswPn+s4n-s-’ 
Since 
and 
“2’ tnP19T < enplq _ 1 
s=l s! 
we obtain (4.6). 0 
Now we fcrmulate theorems concerning numbers of vertices of a given degree 
and the structure of e, for n -+ 00 and p = p,,. 
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Theorem 4.3. Iffor i = 0, 1 we have 
q - (~/n)l’(+-i) (4-8) 
where il= o(n), then Xi(Fn) is Poisson_convergent. l’f A= const then Xi(Fn) -3 
PO(A) and if il-00 then (Xi(Fn) - n)/VA-+N(O, 1). 
Theorem 4.4. If for i = 2,3 we have 
p - (A/n)‘“, (4.9 
where il = o(n), then Xi(Fm) is Poisson convergent. If R = const then Xi(Fn) - * 
PO(A) and if n + 00 then (Xi(Fn) - L)/fi -+ N(0, 1). 
Theorem 4.5. A random graph F, has for q - m, A = const, with probability 
tending to 1, one ‘giant’ component and besides only isolated vertices. By ‘giant’ 
component we mean a component whose size has the same order as n. 
Theorem 4.6. If q - m, il = const, then 
lim P(F,) = e-‘. 
n+= 
(4.10) 
Proofs of Theorems 4.3-4.6. Note that the above mentioned theorems remain 
true, if we join vertices v1 and v, with probability p. In this manner, we obtain 
graph Wn, for which our theorems will be proved in the next section. Cl 
Note that proofs for Wn will be easier than for F, because @‘,, has a more 
symmetrical structure than &. 
5. Wheels 
Let Cn be a cycle on the set of {v,, . . . , v,}, (edges are of the form 
(Vi, Vi+,), i = 1, . . . , n - 1 and (urn, v,)). By wheel IJ.$ we mean a graph on the 
set of vertices { vo, . . . , vn}, where (v, , . . . , v,} forms a cycle C:, and the vertex 
v. is joined with every vertex of C,, (see [3]). By random wheel we denote the 
random graph obtained from the initial graph wn. 
At first, we calculate the probability of connectedness. The graph W,, is 
connected if v. is joined with at least one vertex of each component of C,,. From 
(3.1) one can obtain a formula similar to (4.1) but such formula is too 
complicated for any purpose. Thus, from Theorem 1.1, as in the previous section 
we obtain a formula for P(W,,). 
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P(W~jsq’~~~ (l-qjlgj-‘P(F,_j) +(l -@)(P” +nqp”-‘) (5.1) 
and 
P( Wn) s (( 1 - q3)” = P( Wn). (5.2) 
Proof. The partition of Wn into two connected subgraphs is the partition into I;,_j 
and &j if a = v. and b = vl, IAll = n -j + 1, iA21 = j, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Let a=vOEAl and b=vlEAz. Then &-j=l$‘clA, and Bj=WnIAz or 
cn = Wn 1 A*. Hence from formula (1.2) we obtain (5.1). 
From Theorem 1.2 we obtain the estimation (5.2). Cl 
Obviously P(W3) = 1 - 4q3 - 3q4 + 1%’ - #! 
Table 3 gives values of P(W,) which were calculated from the recurrence 
formula (5.1), and its estimations P( W,) obtained from (5.2), for n s 50 and 
some p. 
Note that the very simple estimations given by (4.4) and (5.2) are quite precise 
and useful. 
For very small p, we obtain the following theorem from the equality: 
t(K) = 
3 -1 0 l a. 0 0 
-1 3 -1 l .* 0 0 
0 -1 3 l ** 0 0 ~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---- 
0 0 o-*0 3-l 
0 0 0 l ** -1 3 
Theorem 5.2. If np = o(l) then 
P(W,) w (g$p)n. 
L 
= (3 + vQ”(3 - l/w _ 2 
2” 
. 
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Note that for np = o(l), graphs W,, and F, are essentially different because? 
while comparing (4.7) and (5.3), we obtain that P(W,)/P(F;,)+ fi. If np #o(l), 
then Wn and F, have asymptotically the same structure. 
At first, we examine distributions of Xi( W,,) for i = 1, 2, 3. Using the method of 
Poisson convergence which was given by Barbour and Eagleson [2], (see also [l]), 
we obtain the following result. 
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eorem 5.3. Iffor i = 0, 1 we have 
A 143-i) 
B-n ’ 0 (54 
where A= o(n), then Xi(Wn) is Poisson convergent. Z’ A = const then Xi(Wn) -+ 
PO@) and if A + 00 then (Xi( W,) - Q/l/% - + N(0, 1). 
f. Denote for i = 1, . . . , n 
xy = 1 if vertex j has degree i, 
0 otherwise, 
(#J = E#” = Prob(Xj” = 
l) 0 
= 3 i 3-i iP4 P 
‘3 
ai = EXi = n i 
0 
piq3-i. 
Let X;“denote a number of vertices of degree i in F,_l which arise from Wn by 
deletion of vertex q, but only among vertices from the set {v~, . . . , v,}. 
Now, let the vertex q have a tied degree. We define a random variable Z,‘i) 
for i = 1,2 in such a graph in the following manner: 
zjj) = 
1 if vi has degree i and is joined with Q, 
0 otherwise, (5.6) 
where j = 2 or j = n. Distribution of Zi” is given by the following formulae. 
Prob(@) = 1) = 5, 2P(3 Prob(Z$j) = 1) = 3, G-7) 
which means that the jth vertex in F, has degree i - 1 and vertex vu1 is joined at 
random with exactly i vertices from the set {Q, vl, IJ,-l}. We write Zi = 
z!2, + z@-1’ 
khe right-hand side of formula (1.4) has the form E[qf(XI + 1) - X;f(Xi)]. 
First, we calculate the second component of this term. 
E[X;f(X;)] = E[(X:” + l l l + Xfn’)f(X;)] 
= ,$ E[X?f(X;)l 
= 2 Prob(XI” = l)E[f(X;) 1 XI” = l] 
j=l 
= a;-E[f(X:) 1 xi” = 11. 
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Let i = 0. Then from (1.5) we obtain 
IE(cuof(X; + 1) - X&f(X6))l= I&E(f(XG + 1) -f(x,“))l 
Since 
X’-x”= 
1 if 2/l is isolated, 
-1 if ul and 2~~ or q and U, have degree 1 
and are joined, 
-2 if v1 has degree 2, u1 and V, have degree 
1 and q is joined with 2~~ and u,, 
, 0 otherwise, 
then it is easy to calculate that 
E 1x4 - X,“l = q3 + 2pq3 + 2p2q4 = 3q3 - 4q5 + 2q6 G Sq3. 
Thus, Xi is Poisson convergent if q = o( 1). If we take q = m where A = const, 
we have X,(W,) - + PO(A), because Prob(X&*‘( Wn) = i) = o( 1). For q = m, 
but A+ 00 and A = o(n), we have (X0 - A)/fi -+N(O, 1) because EX; - 
EX,( W,) - il. 
Now let i = 1. Then similar as in the case i = 0 we have 
IE(a,f(X; + 1) -X;f(X,‘))l s a,(&) (Efv,’ - X;‘+ Zl- Z,)( 
<EIX;-X:+2,-Z,J<EIX;-X;(+EZ,+EZ,. 
(5.8) 
Note that from (5.7) we have EZ, = o(1) if and only if q = o( 1). At the same 
time is EZ2 = o(1). Next E IX; - XJ G cq* where c = const. Thus 
IProb(X1 E A) - PO@, , A)( s Cq, C = const. 
If we take q = $i& where A = o(n), then for il = const also X,( W,) - --, PO@) 
and for il+ a we have (X, - n)/fi -+N(O, 1). 0 
Theorem 5.4. If for i = 2,3 we have 
A l/i 
P” ; 0 
where il = o(n), then Xi(Wn) is Poisson convergent. If il = const then Xj( W,) -+ 
PO(A) and if A + 00 then (Xi( Wn) - A)/fi -+ N(0, 1). 
W) 
Proof. If we substitute q :=p and Wn . *= bj$ \ W,, then we immediately obtain our 
thesis from Theorem 5.3. Cl 
. If p - L/n then EX,(W,) - A but X,(W,) is not Poisson convergent. In 
fact, in this case X1 and degree of u. (denote this by Do) are asymptotically 
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independent and for iz. = const we obtain that &‘/2 - + PO(A) and Do - +Po(L). 
Hence, we cannot improve the estimation (5.8). The same remark concerns the 
distribution of X,(W,) where q - n/n. 
The following result is the counterpart of a well-known theorem of Erd& and 
Renyi on the structure of the random graph K,,. 
meorem 5.5. A random graph Wn has for q - m, il = consl, with probability 
tending to 1, one ‘giant’ component and besides only isolated vertices. 
Proof (communicated by Ruciriski). Since Prob(& = 0) = o(l), it is sufficient to 
consider vertices vi, i 2 1. Let Ai denote the event that Wn has a component with i 
vertices but does not contain vO. Obviously, Prob(A,) c nqi+2 for i = 2, . . . , n - 1 
and Prob(A,) s q2. 
Hence 
Prob(gAi) Gn x(ir+2”3 + (iy 
= (A2n)‘/” z(t),, + (2,“” 
= (I’n)l”( t)2’3 1 1,3 + ( !!)n’3 
l- - 
0 n 
=0(l). Cl 
As a simple consequence of Theorem 5.3 and 5.5 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 5.6. If q - $%, A = const, then 
lim P( W,) = e-*. 
n*= 
6. Whirls 
The matroid rn, which is called whirl, is obtained (see [3]) by the deletion of 
the greatest cycle cn from !JJ’~ and by additio: l ,.a CZ ii cycles of the form cn U {ei] 
where ei = ( v,, Vi)* The random matroid 7’,‘, is defined similar to random graphs, 
as the random submatroid of -T, made by independent deletion of its elements 
with the same probability q. Let r(T,) be a rank of 2J,. 
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Since all spanning trees in Wn are bases in T, and additionally cn is also a base 
in T,, then 
Prob(r( T,) = pt) = Prob( ( Wn is connected} U { cn c Wn}). 
Hence, we obtain the following estimation. 
Prob( { Wn is connected}) s Prob(r( T,) = n) 
G Prob({ Wn is connected}) + Prob(cn G W,). 
Since Prob( & c W,) =p” then for q - m, A = const we obtain from Theorem 
5.6 that 
lim Prob(r(T,) = n) = e-* (6-l) fl+= 
and from Theorem 5.4 for j C n we obtain that 
Prob(r( T,) = n - j) - Prob(X,( W,) = j), 
because every independent set I such that r(I) c n is a sum of trees in Wnm Hence 
we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. If q - m, and A = o(n) then n - r(T,) is Poisson convergent and 
n - Er(T,,) -A. 
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